Abstract : Rock mass conditions observed in excavated surfaces are generally believed as the result of changes due to weathering during a period of geologic time span, that has resulted in gradation distribution within the rock mass. The gradation distribution however tends to be dependent on the joint planes that are present in the rock mass.
INTRODUCTION
. As previously mentioned above, the weathering of rock mass is essentially different from that of rock materials, wherein the former seems to be dependent upon the joint planes within it. As it is well known, intensely weathered grade zone tend to appear in shallower portion just below the ground surface, and fresh grade tends to appear in deeper portion. This gradation distribution in rock mass typically forms a zonal structure in a large scale. Considering a small portion of this distribution within jointed rock masses, it is believed that the conditions are generally similar to that shown in Fig.2 . Fig.2(a) indicates the distribution around a joint plane showing intensely weathered grade restricted in narrow portion adjacent to the joint plane. Expressing the grade from the index of well known rock mass classification D, CL, CM, and CH (Japan Society of Engineering Geology, 1992), it gradually changes from D or CL to CM or CH-classes outward. As a whole, the gradation distribution forms a zonal alignment in this pattern parallel to the joint plane. It is also evident from this relation that the joint planes play an important role in controlling the scale or extent of gradation distribution. In other words, the weathering in jointed rock masses is considered to proceed gradually from joint planes. Fig.2 (b)is the case showing the gradation distribution within a rhombic portion bounded by two joint planes obliquely intersecting each other. This pattern can be generally interpreted as a combination with the(a)types.However,weathered zones tend to spread at the intersection points, and the lines between grades consequently becomes rounded.
In practice, however, the patterns of rock mass distribution are not always similar to these examples in relation to the joint planes and gradation distribution. Wide weathered zone is recognizable even along weak joint planes in some cases. Fresh rock masses likewise can be directly adjacent to distinct fracture (Yokota,1992 (Yokota,1992) . Using equations(1)or(2),it is possible to simulate the changes of grade in terms of time, to be able to observe the gradation distribution on the graphic screen. Fig.5 is a simple example of such simulated results.This was made on the basis of equation (2)in two dimensional problems.For simulation,initial condition of the whole rock body is assumed as completely fresh, having some joint planes.
Along this line of thinking, much attention should be given to the boundary conditions controlling the patterns as well as the style of changes.In this case (Fig.5) ,the joint planes that are equivalent to the boundary condition are supposed to be perpendicular to each other. Each weathered zone gradually spreads inward from the joint planes and the zones become wider for a certain period of time.Core stones are recognized in the central part of the blocks at later stages.A characteristic change that the core stone becomes round is considered to be the effect of 2nd differentials term in equation (2).
Considering that simulated results can well approximate the characteristics of gradation distribution and its changes in jointed rock masses,these equations may be sufficiently applicable to the present problems.
FACTORS TO EXPRESS VARIOUS PATTERNS OF WEATHERING.
With regards to the practical rock mass distributions which are extremely varied,the simulated results seem to be too simple to compare with the prattical ones. Strictly speaking,probably the same pattern may not always be observed in practical examples even if joint distributions are quiet the same.To obtain such varied patterns by simulation, other factors or relations including mechanical effects should be considered.
Among many factors controlling the patterns, style of changes and distribution of joint planes may be the most important as shown in Fig.6 .The style of changes reflects both the type of equations and values of coefficients.Even if the same equation is used, varied patterns may be obtained by using various coefficients which, in general, change as a function of positions. The distribution of joint planes suggests that the mechanical properties of each joint planes should also be taken into consideration in addition to its geometrical characteristics.Mechanical properties in this case means whether joint planes are opened or not.
For the estimation of geometrical distributions of joint planes,stochastic methods should be utilized. For example,it may be possible to estimate numerous joint planes, each of which varies from small to large scales,by using random functions and the sample data scattered.In this case, data should include positions,orientations,and length of joint planes. Fig.7 shows a simulated example in which joint (crack)distribution was stochastically estimated. Both position and orientation of individual joint planes was stochastically estimated from the mean ƒÓ ;grade of a rock mass,x;distance from a joint plane,t;time,k1,k2,k3;constants. and standard deviation of sample data.Length was also estimated under the assumption of frequency distribution of fractal.Consequently,more detailed and reasonable patterns of joint distribution are obtained, and the change made by simulation on the basis of joint planes also seems to be more acceptable. These cases are interpreted as the consequences of difference in the degree of opening of joint planes. Opened joint planes may bring about rapid rate of degradation,in contrast to the tightly closed ones. These properties of joint planes may be closely related to the state of rock masses whether it is released or not just below the ground surface.The mechanical state may therefore be roughly estimated from topographical and geological situations.
The effect of the mechanical differences in joint planes stated here may vary with different coefficients in the equation.This is shown in simulated results in Fig.9which was made by using different coefficients. Larger values of coefficients are used along N-S trending joints and smaller ones along other directions.The geometrical patterns of joint (crack) distribution used is same as in Fig.8 .Some patterns obtained by these methods of simulation resemble the practical example of said the figure.
Consequently,the patterns and their changes seem to be more acceptable.This means that beside geometrical patterns of joint planes,mechanical properties should also be taken into consideration to construct these models. ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION OF ROCK
MASS CONDITIONS
As stated at the beginning, the author believes that an engineering geologists has to accomplish the important task of estimating or predicting geological conditions such as rock mass distributions.These estimation and prediction can be possible by analyzing the data obtained from scattered exposures or excavated surfaces.And to achieve desirable results,two steps in Fig.10 
